Abstract: This has much in common with traditional work in statistics and machine learning. However, there are important new issues which arise because of the sheer size of the data. One of the important problem in data mining is the Classificationrule learning which involves finding rules that partition given data into predefined classes. In the data mining domain where millions of records and a large number of attributes are involved, the execution time of existing algorithms can become prohibitive, particularly in interactive applications.
Introduction :
An enormous amount of data stored in databases and data warehouses, it is increasingly important to develop [1] powerful tools for analysis of such data and mining interesting knowledge from it. Data mining [4] is a process of inferring knowledge from such huge data. It has five major components: 
-Trend Analysis
An association rule [5] is a rule which implies certain association relationships among a set of objects in a database. In this process we discover a set of association rules at multiple levels of abstraction from the relevant set(s) of data in a database. For example, one may discover a set of symptoms [2] often occurring together with certain kinds of diseases and further study the reasons behind them. Since finding interesting association rules in databases may disclose some useful patterns for decision support, selective marketing, financial forecast, medical diagnosis and many other applications, it has attracted [3] a lot of attention in recent data mining research. Mining association rules may require iterative scanning of large transaction or relational databases which is quite costly in processing.
A brief review of the work already done in the field :
Sequential pattern mining is an interesting data mining problem with many real-world applications.
This problem has been studied extensively in static databases. However, in recent years, emerging applications have introduced a new form of data called data stream. In a data stream [6] , new elements are generated continuously. This poses additional constraints on the methods used for mining such data: memory usage is restricted, the infinitely [8] The framework of sequential pattern discovery is explained here using the example of a customer transaction database as by Agrawal & Srikant [11] . The database is a list of time-stamped transactions for each customer that visits a supermarket and the objective is to discover (temporal) buying patterns that sufficiently many customers exhibit. This is essentially an extension (by incorporation of temporal ordering information into the patterns being discovered) of the original association rule mining framework proposed for a database of unordered transaction records (Agrawal et al 1993) [12] which is known as the Apriori algorithm. Since there are many temporal pattern discovery algorithms that are modeled along the same lines as the Apriori algorithm, it is useful to first understand how Apriori works before discussing extensions to the case of temporal patterns.
Let D be a database of customer transactions at a supermarket. A transaction is simply an unordered collection of items purchased by a customer in one visit to the supermarket. The Apriori algorithm [13] systematically unearths all patterns in the form of 
Proposed Methodology:
We have done study about pattern of different Result
Analysis of Our University Result Data of Different
Semesters as shown below. -Study of Temporal relations.
-Provide an overview, the research survey and summarizing previous work that investigated the various functions of data sequences in various domains.
-Problem formulation and generate the frequent sequences.
-Sub-division of the sequences based on structure of the sequence i.e. constraints based mining and extended sequence based mining with pruning strategies.
-Analysis and evaluation of the proposed sequential pattern mining algorithm with item gap and time stamp.
Expected outcome of the proposed work :
-Appropriate duration modeling for events in sequences.
-Improving time and space complexities of algorithms.
-Comparison with the existing models on extract sequence quality, number of extracted sequences and execution time.
Implementation of the proposed sequential patterns.
-If implementation is successful then tested for evaluation. 
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